
Mika Akim releases her debut album Till kroppen on October 23, 2020 on Malmö-based prog 
label Krumelur Records. The main character is Mika Persdotter, who twists and turns both 
sounds and stories from her own life when she writes music. The debut album with the title 
and theme Till kroppen (To the body) basically consists of healing songs, dedicated to her own 
body and the story it carries. We hear texts in both Swedish and English with love for the body 
through different perspectives. The album starts with a drone created from wine glasses, in the 
next track bows are cracking against strings and creates the sound of trees in the forest. We get 
to listen to an old cassette recording where 5-year-old Mika sings, played backwards. One of 
the songs is written over a telephone conversation between Mika, her mother and grandmother, 
and in the next song a drum orchestra appears. Mika has recorded everything herself and 
brought with her the musicians Tove Bagge and Ossian Ward into the music which is a unique 
mixture of folk music, pop, improvisation and americana.

Find more about Mika Persdotter and Mika Akim: www.mikapersdotter.com

Mika Akim ”Till kroppen” album release 23 october 2020

If we could let go, let the body be free once and for all
the body gets tired, please let it be, let it grow, let it flourish

thank your body that carries your heart
thank your body that carries your soul

Release concerts:
23/10 Gothenburg
24/10 Copenhagen
25/10 Fanø
7/11 Malmö
12-15/11 Czech Republic tour

Till kroppen: 
Mika Persdotter - viola d’amore, viola, vocals, ngoni, ukulele, wine glasses, keyboard
Tove Bagge - viola, vocals, wine glasses, homemade sounds
Ossian Ward - guitar, drums
Cover art and design by Sara Bergqvist
Photo by Lenny Gonzalez
Mix by Åke Linton (Swedish gramophone studio)
Master by Hans Olsson Brookes
All music written and arranged by Mika Persdotter
Released on Krumelur Records
Recorded at Skrova Lighthouse in Lofoten, Strengelegen in Copenhagen and in Mika's kitchen.


